
Present Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I mean she _______________ to our standards.1. (accord)is according

_________________________ at now?2. (for what/we/aim/?)For what are we aiming

If it __________________, it will not go, not even by an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States; for woman's dress obeys always the higher
law.

3.

(not/become)

is not becoming

I ___________________ in her, you understand.4. (not/confide)am not confiding

You know now what you ______________ for.5. (hunt)'re hunting

Of course, in saying that this peculiarity has not been considered, I
____________________ that it has not been noticed, or that its cause is in
any way doubtful or unknown.

6.

(not/suggest)
am not suggesting

I suppose you ____________________, Blake, as it is so late?7.
(not/come in)

are not coming in

I _____________________ as far as I'm concerned.8. (not/complain)am not complaining

Everything ___________ too well for us.9. (go)is going

___________________________ this on the Saturday night?10.
(some preacher/read/?)

Is some preacher reading

Believe me, I know what I _____________ about.11. (talk)am talking

He __________________ of this, nor is there any sentiment in his soul,
as he pauses by the side of the stream.
12.

(not/think)
is not thinking

But after you've looked at three of them you've passed the page you want
unless you __________________ for it.
13.

(not/look)'re not looking

But _________________________________ now?14.
(where/the great men/live/?)

where are the great men living

___________________ of attacking the guard?15. (you/think/?)Are you thinking
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Well, after these six, if I ____________________ any better, it'll be given
up.
16.

(not/get on)
'm not getting on

___________________________ by the next steamer but one?17.
(she/really/come out/?)

Is she really coming out

We ask ourselves where it ___________.18. (go)is going

I ___________ now to get a rifle.19. (go)'m going

But I _________________ for him.20. (not/wait)am not waiting
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